Dependence of size distribution for liquid cluster ions on retarding voltage
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We have succeeded in producing liquid clusters such as ethanol and water clusters by an adiabatic expansion phenomenon, and the cluster size distribution was analyzed by using the time-of-flight method. For ethanol cluster ions, the size was distributed between a few hundreds and a few thousands, and the peak size was approximately 1200 molecules per cluster. For water cluster ions, the size distribution shifted to higher values, and the peak size was approximately 2500 molecules per cluster. Furthermore, the cluster size distribution was measured by changing the retarding voltage, and it was found that the minimum size increased with increase of the retarding voltage. In addition, the minimum size was larger than the critical size estimated by the theoretical calculation. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2801547]

I. INTRODUCTION

A cluster is an aggregate of atoms (or molecules) with the diameter of a few nanometers and constitutes a new phase of matter, with significantly different properties than solids, liquids, and gases.1,2 The investigations of the clusters open a new field of material science, which bridges the gap between individual atoms and bulk state matter. For the liquid clusters such as water and alcohol clusters, their physical and chemical properties, which are considered to change according to the cluster size, are also different from those of the bulk state.3–5 In addition, impact of the liquid cluster ions according to the cluster size, are also different from those of solids, liquids, and gases.1,2 The investigations of the clusters have exhibited unique irradiation effects.6–8

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

When vapors of liquid materials were ejected through a nozzle into a vacuum region, vaporized clusters were produced by an adiabatic expansion phenomenon. The liquid clusters produced entered an ionizer and were ionized by electron bombardment. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the ionizer and the lens in the liquid cluster ion beam system. As shown in the figure, electrons are emitted from a hot filament of a tungsten wire and accelerated by a voltage applied between the filament and the cylindrical anode. The neutral clusters entering the anode are ionized by electron bombardment. The electron voltage for ionization ($V_e$) was adjusted between 0 and 300 V, and the electron current for ionization ($I_e$) was adjusted between 0 and 250 mA. The cluster ions are extracted by applying an acceleration voltage to the anode. The extracted cluster ions are size separated by a retarding potential method. The retarding voltage, which is determined as a voltage ($V_r$) between the anode and the retarding electrode, can be adjusted by the voltage applied to the retarding electrode. In order to make the electric potential near the beam axis constant, the retarding electrode as well as the extraction electrode has a sheet of nickel mesh in the aperture. The size-separated cluster ion beams are focused by applying a lens voltage ($V_l$) to the Einzel lens and are accelerated toward a Faraday cup. The acceleration voltage ($V_a$) was adjusted between 0 and 10 kV. The retarding voltage ($V_r$) was adjusted between 0 and 168 V. The background pressure around the Faraday cup was 1 × 10⁻⁷ Torr, which was attained using a turbomolecular pump.

In the cluster formation process by the adiabatic expan-
sion phenomenon, the thermal random energy of the vapors is transferred to the drift velocity. The drift velocity of the cluster can be estimated from the kinetic energy of the cluster. The kinetic energy $E_N$ of the cluster with cluster size of $N$ is described as follows:

$$E_N = \frac{1}{2} m v^2 = \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} k T_0 N,$$

where $m$ is the mass of the source materials, $v$ is the drift velocity of the cluster, $\gamma$ is the specific heat ratio, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $T_0$ is the temperature of the source materials. When the retarding voltage ($V_r$) is applied to a retarding electrode, the cluster ions smaller than the critical size calculated from the equation $E_N = e V_r$ cannot pass through the retarding electrode. Here $e$ is the electric charge. Therefore, the minimum size of the cluster ions can be adjusted by changing the retarding voltage.

With regard to the cluster size distribution for the liquid cluster ions, it was measured by a TOF method. In the TOF measurement, it was assumed that the cluster ion had a single charge, and multiply charged cluster ions might be dissociated due to the Coulomb repulsion force. As already shown in Fig. 1, the cluster ions are extracted from the ionizer and pass through the retarding electrode. Thereafter, they are accelerated and enter a flight tube in the TOF instrument. During drift in the flight tube, they are deflected by a pulsed negative voltage. When the pulsed voltage is applied, the cluster ions drift toward a Faraday cup mounted at the end of the flight tube. The flight ions are detected by the Faraday cup. In the TOF measurement, the acceleration voltage for the cluster ions was at 6 and 9 kV, and the pulsed voltage was 2 kV. The duration time and the repetition rate of the pulsed voltage were 10 $\mu$s and 100 Hz, respectively. The drift distance was 0.51 m. The cluster size was calculated based on the drift time ranging from microseconds to milliseconds, which was different depending on the mass.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the cluster size distribution measured at different retarding voltages for (a) ethanol cluster ions and (b) water cluster ions. The source temperature was 109 °C for ethanol and 134 °C for water. The vapor pressure of ethanol and water was 3 atm. The acceleration voltage was 6 kV. As shown in the figure, the peak size is approximately 1200 molecules for ethanol cluster ions and approximately 2500 molecules for water cluster ions. The specific heat ratio of water and ethanol is 1.33 and 1.13, respectively, and the difference in the heat specific ratio influences the cluster formation process. Furthermore, the minimum size as well as the peak size of the cluster ions increases with increase of the retarding voltage, although the intensity decreases with increase of the retarding voltage. This indicates that the cluster ions with smaller size are removed from the ion beams by applying the retarding voltage.

The size distribution of the ethanol cluster ions was measured by changing the acceleration voltage and the retarding voltage. As shown in Fig. 3, the minimum size increases with increase of the retarding voltage. For acceleration voltages such as 6 and 9 kV, the minimum size measured is larger than the critical size calculated from Eq. (1). For example, the minimum size at a retarding voltage of 28 V is approximately 400 molecules, although the calculated size is 100 molecules. For the theoretical calculation, it was assumed that all the cluster ions were transferred in parallel to
the beam axis toward the Faraday cup. If some cluster ions in the experimental setup might be divergent due to the space charge effect or the electric field deformation, even the cluster ions larger than the critical size would be reflected at the retarding electrode. However, the computer simulation showed that the possibility of the reflection was very small.

Figure 4 shows the beam trajectories simulated for the ethanol cluster ion beams with cluster sizes of (a) 100 molecules and (b) 200 molecules. In the figure, equipotential lines around the ionizer and the Einzel lens are also shown in thin lines, and the ion beams with a divergent angle of 20° are ejected from the central part of the ionizer. The electron voltage for ionization was kept at $V_e=200$ V. The acceleration voltage and the retarding voltage were at $V_a=6$ kV and $V_r=28$ V, respectively. In addition, the lens voltage ($V_l$) applied to the Einzel lens was 9 kV. As shown in the figure, ethanol cluster ions with a cluster size of 100 molecules are reflected at the retarding electrode, but the cluster ions with a cluster size of 200 molecules pass through it. Therefore, the measurement of the minimum size larger than the calculated size, which is shown in Fig. 3, is not due to the divergence of the cluster ion beams, and it might be due to another reason such as overestimation of the drift velocity of the cluster ions.

In summary, we produced liquid clusters such as ethanol and water clusters by an adiabatic expansion phenomenon, and the cluster size distribution was analyzed by using both the TOF method and the retarding potential method. For ethanol cluster ions, the size was distributed between a few hundreds and a few thousands, and the peak size was approximately 1200 molecules per cluster. For water cluster ions, the size distribution shifted to higher values, and the peak size was approximately 2500 molecules per cluster. With regard to the cluster size distribution measured by changing the retarding voltage, it was found that the minimum size increased with increase of the retarding voltage. The minimum size was approximately 400 molecules per cluster at $V_r=28$ V for the ethanol cluster ions, and it was approximately 600 molecules per cluster at $V_r=14$ V for the water cluster ions. These minimum sizes were larger than the critical size such as 100 molecules per cluster estimated by the theoretical calculation.